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Fig. 1 Holy Trinity vs. Unholy Trinity. The Global Elite/Dark Occultists use the methods of MIND-CONTROL to obfuscate and pervert
Triune Aspects of Consciousness: Mind, Emotions (Spirit), and Actions. The MIND, which involves developing a Correct Worldview
and obtaining True Knowledge, is being controlled with False Education and Political Propaganda. The EMOTIONS, which should
express Care for Truth and Goodness and Right-Intention, are being controlled with the religion of money, egoic illusions, and the
status of the social hierarchy. ACTIONS, which should express Morality/Right-Action and Creativity, are being controlled with
obedience and fear towards authority in a Control System.

While at the highest (conceptual) level
Natural Law Principles are the Eternal
Universal Forms: Love, Truth,
Goodness, Beauty, in manifestation they
are dynamic and living as the intelligent
non man-made laws that govern the
universe. Mathematically precise, they
interact with consciousness to set the
boundary conditions for our creative
evolution in the dualistic universe. One
of its principles is that the level of
freedom and goodness in the world is in
direct proportion to our level of individual
consciousness and morality in the
aggregate. Higher consciousness
means greater capacity for morality in
obtaining moral knowledge. The external
world manifests in relation to human
consciousness through the polarity of
positive and negative expressions, from
generation to manifestation of good or
evil.

Fig. 3 Positive Natural Law Expressions. Real love in the mind and heart can acquire true knowledge of our sovereignty, in which we
experience greater degrees of freedom and goodness.

The generative (or beginning) polarity of Natural Law Expressions is LOVE and FEAR. When we
come from LOVE, recognizing the divine aspect of our True Spirit, our consciousness EXPANDS to
gain truth and knowledge about ourselves (the microcosm) and the world (the macrocosm). At its
basic level, Self-Knowledge is the understanding that we are Triune Sovereign Beings made of
thoughts/mind, emotions/spirit, and actions/embodiment, which also corresponds to masculine and
feminine, solar and lunar principles, and their triune integrative point. Self-knowledge uni fies with
World knowledge in understanding how these aspects of consciousness create the world. This is
about our ability to perceive spiritual laws and raising our level of consciousness to embody them.

Fig. 4 The Integration of Consciousness

In their higher expression, our thoughts seek objective knowledge with grounded metaphysical
principles and reason, from eternal truths to the facts of our daily lives. A good mind seeks freedom

from cultural falsehoods, indoctrination, and egoic/subjective bias. Our feelings care for what is
universally good, true, and beautiful, and indicate the quality of motive behind the mind. A pure spirit
develops authenticity, sincerity, and self-honesty (“inner truth”) for puri fication/cleansing to dissolve the
evil within through love (true care for self). Care in the proper form is heart-centered and has empathy
for others beyond our personal needs and sel fish desires. Action in its higher expression does not
initiate violence against others, including “following orders” under “man's law.” No matter our beliefs,
we cannot abdicate our moral responsibility to a cult, the State, and should not take actions from
obedience to authority (spiritual blindness), but accountability to MORAL CONSCIENCE (awareness
of good and evil, right and wrong).

Fig. 5 The Philosophical Trinity. The Divine Masculine Mind is embodied with PHILOSOPHY, which investigates Existence,
Consciousness, and Morality and their inter-relationships. Obtaining knowledge (both moral and scienti fic) requires that we
understand existence (objective reality and Natural Law), as independent from what we are conscious of.

Fig. 6 The Difference Between Right and Wrong. Morality is objective in reality, as harm is objective, whether we have
knowledge of it or not. It is important to develop care for truth to be able to discern between right and wrong through accurate
perception of the world, using reason, intuition, and being open to feedback and change.

We must develop the courage to do what is right and speak the truth (the Great Work), as well as
defend ourselves and others from harm, which is the use of force to stop violence. Good actions

regard the art of practical living (wisdom), learning what to do and what not to do as to align with the
higher will. The senses are attuned to perceive relevant data to the moral realities of our lives as to be
self-correcting and transforming through the objective feedback of error. In higher consciousness we
unify thoughts, emotions, and actions, to be Whole, Undivided, Individuals, understanding that we are
accountable to laws higher than our own “subjective interpretations.” We say what we feel and do as
to not live in contradiction, resolving inner con flict with knowledge and change, balancing not only the
analytic and pattern-recognizing sides of the mind but also the mind and heart. As an evolving
process, we strive to be in better alignment to natural law through moral accountability. As a result,
greater freedom, order, and goodness manifest providing us with higher and wider levels of ful fillment,
in being and consciousness, and creative expression.

Fig. 7 Holy Trinity and Sovereignty. How the Triune Self corresponds to archetypes.

Contrarily, when we come from fear, we CONTRACT into unconsciousness so as to reject, ignore,
deny, and escape truth and morality. Because we are ignorant of the causal factors of suffering (with
rationalization, selective blindness), we cannot see how our consciousness is responsible for negative
life conditions. Thoughts in their lower expression are based on flawed axioms (i.e. solipsism,
sophistry, and relativism: the dark masculine) that seek ego validation and to remain in cultural
conditioning/indoctrination (mind-control). This is to prevent cognitive dissonance and maintain the
corrupt status quo of the false self. The lower mind identi fies with false belief systems, the illusion of
political authority, and laws that are not based in nature... feeding an immoral system. In lower
vibration, our emotions range from being apathetic and empty of love and deeper meaning, to sel fish
care about me-me-me (narcissism/the dark feminine), limited to self-preservation and self-serving
agendas (i.e. money and status) that support the inauthentic self. In desiring comfort and security, the
lower emotions replace the true 'life force” with the stagnation that leads one to material shallowness
and self-loathing as to reject development and our higher nature. Dissociated from divinity, the quality
of our spirit can be destructive, manipulative-controlling, and mean.

Fig. 8 The Anti-Philosophical Trinity. The Dark Masculine is irrational, anti-philosophical, and ungrounded to reality lost in
false beliefs. This serves the ego, whose desires to make up reality by supporting the false self (illusion and
aggrandizement), rejecting moral accountability.

Fig. 9 The Unholy Trinity and the Slavery System. We are responsible for creating the slavery system as the external
manifestation of individual consciousness and morality in the aggregate. It is our ignorance that has us believe we are
victims. The victim-perpetrator cycle IS gender imbalance in which the dominant (active) and submissive (passive) parts of
ourselves are at war, creating a dominator-hierarchy of master and slave. We are slaves to a system that we have
collectively created through fear, confusion, and control.

Actions in their lower expression are immoral and sel fish... and can violate another person's rights
(the initiation of violence/harm) individually or collectively through order-following of the State, as to
commit murder and theft in war and taxation. Immoral actions turn a blind eye to evil maintaining the
victim-perpetrator cycle through cowardice. In lower fear-based consciousness, we lack selfknowledge and are inwardly divided and thus confused so that there is contradiction between our

thoughts, emotions, and actions. This chaos from within leads us to seek control from without, creating
imbalanced relationships of controller and controlled, depriving us of true intimacy, with feelings of
oppression and being trapped. At the macrocosmic level this manifests as the master/slave dominatorhierarchy, of gender imbalance, the blueprint of all our social systems. At the top level, the dark priest
class that runs the Control System manipulates human consciousness to work in opposition to Natural
Law, mimicking Triune Consciousness with Dark and False versions of Thoughts, Emotions, and
Actions.

Fig. 10 Negative Expressions of Natural Law. Natural Law is expressed in relation to human consciousness. When an
individual consciousness is in fear, control, and confusion this leads to chaos and evil in one's personal life and in the
aggregate the collective system of slavery. When individual consciousness comes from love, knowledge, and freedom this
leads to goodness and order in the world individually and collectively.

The dark masculine (mind) uses false religion and false law (or government) to replace metaphysics,
reason, and natural law, while the dark feminine (emotions) uses money to replace real currency and
the harmonious symbiosis of give and receive. The monetary system replaces the “giver of nature"
with " fictitious numbers of control,” turning abundance into scarcity in the fight for survival. Together
the dark masculine and the dark feminine are enforced with a monopoly on violence, the military and
police, using fear and control with duress and coercion. Political Power is the external global
manifestation of individual interior DISORDER in the aggregate. It is based on our ignorance of
consciousness and Natural Law, which has today become slavery under global tyranny run by
psychopathic and predatory “rulers.” They have socially engineered an arti ficial system that pro fits off
of human suffering to replace the natural system of Mother Earth. A ruling class of any sort is antithesis to Natural Law, even if some of man's laws are synonymous with natural laws (i.e. against theft,
rape, and murder). This is because the premise that man created these laws and that they do not exist
in nature will only support the increase of external dominance, control, and power-over-others. While
this can start out small, as with limited government, its foundational premise is like a cancer cell that
can only grow by creating more and more arti ficial laws that condemn freedom. More and more of
man's law will contradict natural laws, bringing total social dysfunction with war, extreme poverty,
forced dependency and slavery, economic collapse, and the police state. Humanity can evolve out of
these political cycles and dead-end revolutions as to exit the matrix entirely through the awakening of
true care and care for truth to gain the knowledge of consciousness and natural laws and transmute
fear into love. When we can recognize that the System is an immoral manifestation due to our fear,
ignorance, and apathy, opposed to the values of love and freedom, we can stop giving it power over
our thoughts, emotions, and actions.

Fig. 11 & 12 Light and Dark Trinity. The Control system is a three-prong attack to our triune consciousness by in fluencing it
towards false/negative expressions. The consciousness of fear gives up our individual sovereignty to an external system. We
believe in man's law/government because of fear of authority; we believe in the monetary system because of fear of death
and starvation (survival), and we believe in the monopoly of violence (military/police) because of our fear of punishment.

Because the false system is empowered through our false beliefs, it can be disempowered

by our knowledge of the real system of nature and the power of individual sovereignty in the
exercise of right-action.
In order to manifest Goodness, Truth, and Beauty, we must become Self-Governing Beings,
knowing the objective difference between right and wrong, knowing what a right is! We have
been given the ability to Reason and develop the spirit of Goodness to live and act morally so
that we can create the world of our in finite dreams so as to live in a state of Freedom, Joy,
and Bliss!
But first we must seek the Forbidden Knowledge that the Control System has obfuscated with
false education and political propaganda. For Spiritual Growth, Knowledge is Required.

Fig. 13 The Holy Trinity and Integration in Consciousness. In Principle, the Divine Masculine represents truth and knowledge
gained with the holistic mind. The Feminine represents beauty and love expressed through the heart and spirit. The divine
masculine and feminine integrate as to manifest in the world as goodness (morality) and freedom (in finite creativity).

